MSPM’s
Deogiri Institute of Engineering and Management Studies, Deogiri Campus,
Station Road, Aurangabad, Maharashtra-431001

Date- 10 July 2019
Day- Wednesday

Time-12.30 PM
Venue- Conference Room

Agenda: The Agenda of Meeting is as Follows:
A2: New guidelines of NAAC.
A3: Increase Industry Sponsored Project.
A4: Use of ICT Tools.
A5: Submission of AQAR

Minutes of Meeting

A1: Review of Earlier Meeting: Dr.BATU External Audit Work was Completed, Internship and Industrial Training was planned and ISO Procedures and Formats were reviewed.

A2: New guidelines of NAAC: New Guidelines of NAAC was discussed in the IQAC Meeting. Strength and Weakness was Highlighted. Suggestions by Peer Team of First Cycle NAAC Visit were discussed.

Resolution: It was resolved that Institute should apply for Reassessment.
Proposer: Prof S.C.Borse
Seconder: Prof S.B.Kalyankar.

A3: Increase Industry Sponsored Project: In the meeting discussion was done on Project allocation to Students. Along with Projects completed in Institute more emphasis to be given on Industry Projects.

Resolution: It was Resolved that Concern Department should try for projects which are based on Industrial Problems. Industry Sponsored Projects should be increased.
Proposer: Dr. A.V.Nikalge
Seconder: Prof Pravin Rathod.

A4: Use of ICT Tools: Importance of ICT Tools was discussed in IQAC Meeting. Advanced Tools and Techniques in Teaching Learning Process was Discussed.

Resolution: Every Department should identify subjects and subject Teachers to incorporate the use of ICT Tools and adapt to new tools and Techniques in Teaching Learning Process.
Proposer: Dr. Gurpreet Attal  
Seconder: Prof C.V. Mane.

**A5: Submission of AQAR**—Detail Discussion on AQAR was done in IQAC Meeting. Suggestion and Correction was listed down for further Improvement,  
**Resolution:** It was resolved that AQAR need to be submitted in the month of December 2020.

Proposer-Prof A.V. Nikalge  
Seconder-Prof C.V. Mane

Coordinator-IQAC

[Signature]

[Seal]

Chairman
Date- 11/11/2019
Day- Monday

Agenda: The Agenda of Meeting is as Follows:
A1: Review of Earlier Meeting
A2: Review of NAAC Work.
A3: Review of AQAR Submission.
A4: Submission of IIQA.

Minutes of Meeting

A1: Review of Earlier Meeting- It was decided that Institute should apply for Reassessment of NAAC.IQAC Committee informed about Rules, Regulations and Guidelines for Reassessment. Progress in Industry sponsored Projects and use of ICT Tools in Teaching Learning Process was reviewed.

A2 Review of NAAC Work: Criterion wise review was taken on the data received from Department and Institute level
Resolution: It was resolved that data collected should be crosschecked as per the guidelines and SOP. Supporting documents and proof should be kept ready for the data forwarded to IQAC.

Proposer: Dr.Gurpreet Attal
Seconder: Prof Akram Pathan

A3: Review of AQAR Submission: Data forwarded for AQAR Submission was reviewed and suggestion was given by IQAC Members.

Resolution:It was resolved that with necessary corrections AQAR will be submitted on or before Dec 2019.
Proposer: Prof.C.V.Mane
Seconder: Mr.G.N.Tambe

A4: Submission of IIQA: Details of IIQA Submission was discussed. Data and Supporting Documents for IIQA Submission should be kept ready.

Resolution: It was resolved that IIQA will be submitted on or before 31/12/2019
Proposer:Dr.A.V.Nikalge
Seconder:Prof G.P.Badarkhe

Coordinator-IQAC
Date-07/01/2020
Day- Tuesday

Agenda: The Agenda of Meeting is as Follows:
A2: Quantative and Qualitative Matrices of SSR
A3: Submission of SSR.

Minutes of Meeting

A1: Review of Earlier Meeting-Summarized Report of SSR with all Data, Proof and necessary Documents was reviewed in Detail. IIAQ Form with minor Correction was approved.

A2: Quantative and Qualitative Matrices of SSR-All Quantative Matrices & Qualitative Matrices were discussed in detail. Suggestions and Corrections were received in meeting for further action.

Resolution: It was resolved that Quantative data need to be summarized in table form to measure and Compare the Data for further Improvements.
Propser: Prof S.B.Kalyankar
Seconder: Prof S.C.Borse.

A3: Submission of SSR: Discussion on SSR was done on each and Every metrics .Areas of Improvement and matrices to be opt out were discussed. All the Formats of NACC were reviewed.
Resolution: It was Resolved that after preparation crosschecking of all details of SSR external Auditing should be done and after suggestions and corrections, SSR to be Uploaded on or before deadline of NAAC.
Proposer: Dr. A.V.Nikalge
Seconder: Prof G.P.Badarkhe.

Coordinator-IQAC
Chairman
Date- 4 March 2020
Day- Wednesday

Time-3.30 PM
Venue- Conference Room

Agenda: The Agenda of Meeting is as Follows:
A2: NAAC DVV Clarification.

Minutes of Meeting

A1: Review of Earlier Meeting- As per earlier meeting SSR was submitted on 14 Feb 2020. Discussion was done on the data submitted in SSR and supportive documents, proofs required for further NAAC process.

A2: NAAC DVV Clarification: Detailed discussion was done on the DVV clarification forwarded by NAAC. Every metrics deficiencies discussed and necessary step required to comply with the deficiencies.

Resolution: It was Resolved that the clarifications forwarded by NAAC through DVV need to be addressed by submitting concern data with the proof to overcome the deficiencies mentioned in DVV. All departments data and institute level data need to be compared and cross check while submitting the DVV clarification. The deadline for the same is finalised as 12/03/2020.

Proposer: Prof. C. V. Mane
Seconder: Prof Gopal Badarkhe.

Coordinator- IQAC

Chamber